We perform a model-independent analysis of solar neutrino flux rates including the recent chargedcurrent measurement at the Sudbury Neutrino Observatory (SNO). We derive a universal sum rule involving SNO and SuperKamiokande rates, and show that the SNO neutral-current measurement can not fix the fraction of solar νe oscillating to sterile neutrinos. The large uncertainty in the SSM 8 B flux impedes a determination of the sterile neutrino fraction. 26.65.+t, 14.60.Pq The Solar Neutrino Problem (SNP) is the discrepancy between the neutrino flux measured by solar neutrino experiments [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] and the predictions of the Standard Solar Model (SSM) [7] . The SNP has defied nonparticle physics explanations [8] . The best-motivated solution is massive neutrinos with oscillations of solar electron neutrinos to mu and/or tau neutrinos. The SuperKamiokande (SK) experiment prefers solutions with large mixing between the mass eigenstates [9] . Very recently, the SNO collaboration presented initial results of their charged-current (CC) measurement from about one year of operation, which again confirms the fluxsuppression [6] . The combination of SNO and SK data definitively establishes that the flux-suppression of solar neutrinos is of particle physics origin, since it can be inferred that ν µ,τ come from the sun [6] . It is commonly believed that measurements of the neutral-current (NC) flux in the SNO experiment will decide whether oscillations to sterile neutrinos (that do not possess the SM weak-interaction) occur [10] .
The Solar Neutrino Problem (SNP) is the discrepancy between the neutrino flux measured by solar neutrino experiments [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] and the predictions of the Standard Solar Model (SSM) [7] . The SNP has defied nonparticle physics explanations [8] . The best-motivated solution is massive neutrinos with oscillations of solar electron neutrinos to mu and/or tau neutrinos. The SuperKamiokande (SK) experiment prefers solutions with large mixing between the mass eigenstates [9] . Very recently, the SNO collaboration presented initial results of their charged-current (CC) measurement from about one year of operation, which again confirms the fluxsuppression [6] . The combination of SNO and SK data definitively establishes that the flux-suppression of solar neutrinos is of particle physics origin, since it can be inferred that ν µ,τ come from the sun [6] . It is commonly believed that measurements of the neutral-current (NC) flux in the SNO experiment will decide whether oscillations to sterile neutrinos (that do not possess the SM weak-interaction) occur [10] .
A motivating reason to postulate the existence of sterile neutrinos comes from the LSND accelerator experiment [11] which finds a ν µ → ν e appearance probability of about 0.25%. To explain the solar and atmospheric [12] anomalies and the LSND data simultaneously, three distinct frequencies of oscillations are required. Since with the three known neutrinos there are only two independent oscillation frequencies, a fourth neutrino must be invoked. However, the invisible width of the Z-boson places a constraint on the number of weakly interacting neutrinos to be very close to three [13] . The only way to evade this constraint is to require that the fourth neutrino be sterile. A recent combined analysis of solar and atmospheric data found that the active-sterile admixture can take any value between 0 and 1 at 99% C.L. for the preferred LMA (Large Mixing Angle) solution to the SNP [14] . The SNO CC data are inconsistent with maximal mixing to sterile neutrinos at the 3.1σ level [6] . However, SNO did not address arbitrary active-sterile admixtures.
In this Letter we perform a neutrino oscillation parameter-independent analysis of the solar neutrino rates in the 37 Cl [1] , 71 Ga [2] [3] [4] and SK experiments, and the recent CC measurement at SNO. The 8 B neutrinos represent a large fraction of the neutrinos incident at the SNO, SK and 37 Cl experiments, as can be seen from Table I . Thus, the 8 B flux plays a crucial role in the interpretation of the results from these experiments. Unfortunately, the predicted value of the 8 B flux normalization is quite uncertain mainly due to poorly known nuclear cross-sections at low energies [15] . We find that if the fraction of solar ν e that oscillate to sterile neutrinos is specified, the data determines the normalization of the 8 B solar neutrino flux. Alternatively, if the 8 B flux normalization is assumed to be that of the SSM, the range of the sterile neutrino fraction is determined. However, the existing solar neutrino rate data and the forthcoming SNO NC measurement are not sufficient to determine the sterile neutrino content. We discuss the additional measurements that are needed to determine, in a model-independent way, the oscillation probabilities and the fraction of solar ν e that may be oscillating to sterile neutrinos.
Model-independent analysis. Following the approach of Refs. [16] and [17] (in which we made the unique prediction R 13 N), and low energy (pp). For each class of solar neutrino experiment the fractional contribution from each part of the unoscillated neutrino spectrum to the expected SSM rate can be calculated (see Table I ). We define P H , P I , and P L as the average oscillation probabilities for the high, intermediate, and low energy solar neutrinos, respectively. We assume that the high-energy solar neutrino flux has absolute normalization β H relative to the SSM calculation. If R is the measured rate divided by the SSM prediction for a given experiment, then with oscillations
where r ≡ σ νµ,ντ /σ νe ≃ 0.171 is the ratio of the ν µ,τ to ν e elastic scattering cross sections on electrons. Here sin 2 α is the fraction of ν e that oscillate to active neutrinos, where α is a mixing angle in the four-neutrino mixing matrix that describes the linear combination of sterile and active neutrinos that participate in the solar neutrino oscillations. In the scheme of Eqs. (1-4), we are implicitly neglecting any small differences in the energydependent effects associated with the passage of active and sterile neutrinos through matter. We do not assign a normalization factor to the low-energy neutrinos because their flux uncertainty, which is constrained by the solar luminosity, is only 1% (see Table I ). We also do not assign a normalization factor to the intermediate-energy neutrinos because it is likely that the uncertainties in this flux are well understood [15] .
The solar neutrino data are summarized in Table II . We note that before the recent SNO CC result, the P j were determined only if particular assumptions are made about the flux normalizations and sterile neutrino content [17] . With the addition of the SNO CC data, however, the quantities β H P H , P I , and P L can now be determined by R Cl , R Ga , and R CC SNO . We note that if the flux normalization β H were known, the P j would now be completely determined, regardless of the sterile content. This is because the 37 Cl, 71 Ga, and SNO CC measurements do not depend on whether the solar ν e oscillate to active or sterile neutrinos. The SK data may be used to further constrain the parameters β H , P H , and sin 2 α, but without some assumption about either the 8 B flux normalization or sterile neutrino content there will still be one unconstrained degree of freedom. Thus there exists a family of solutions that fit the data exactly (with χ 2 = 0), described by the relation shown in Fig. 1 by the solid curve. The amount of sterile content is not a priori known; in principle any value of sin 2 α between zero and unity is still possible. The 1σ and 2σ allowed regions from a fit to the rates in Table II with five parameters (sin 2 α, β H , P H , P I , P L ) with the uncertainty in β H determined by the fit, are also shown in Fig. 1 . A pure sterile oscillation solution (sin 2 α = 0) is disfavored since experimentally R SK > R CC SNO . However, for large enough β H , sin 2 α can be close to zero, although large flux normalizations are unlikely. For β H ≤ 2 (the 5σ bound from the SSM), we find that the pure sterile case (sin 2 α = 0) is not acceptable at the 2σ level. At the 1σ level and for β H ≤ 2, the values obtained from the above analysis are
−0.07 , P I = 0.31
These can be used to make statements about particular models of neutrino oscillations. For example, the LMA solution has the ordering P H ≤ P I ≤ P L , while for the Small Mixing Angle (SMA) solution P I is significantly suppressed below both P H and P L . For β H > ∼ 1.14 the probability hierarchy of the LMA solution can be satisfied. Furthermore, the measured SNO spectrum appears to be undistorted compared to the SSM, which favors the LMA solution. The LOW solution has P H = P I = P L , and thus is disfavored. At 2σ, the lowest allowed value of β H is 0.47, which occurs for pure active mixing (sin 2 α = 1). The vacuum solution with δm 2 ∼ 5.5×10 −12 eV 2 and large mixing [18] is therefore barely acceptable at the 2σ level since the best-fit β H for this solution is 0.47 (with very small uncertainties) [19] .
In the near future SNO will also measure the NC reaction, which is related to the parameters by
Equations (3), (4), and (7) show that R NC SNO does not provide independent information. There is in fact a universal sum rule: that holds for any value of sin 2 α (this equation was known [17, 19] for the case sin 2 α = 1). The SK and SNO data predict R NC SNO = 1.00 ± 0.24. Although the SNO NC measurement will not provide a new constraint because the SK data already supplies NC information, the SNO NC data could provide the more accurate measurement (since the ν µ,τ NC cross sections are the same as that for ν e , unlike in SK where they are much less). If we replace R SK by R NC SNO = 1 ± 0.05 (in anticipation of a measurement accurate to 5-10% [20] ), we find sin 2 α > 0.33 at the 1σ level for β H ≤ 2. Another way to see why the SNO NC rate will not determine sin 2 α is to consider the ratio
Since P H always appears in Eqs. (1)- (4) in the combination β H P H , sin 2 α can not be extracted.
Can Borexino/KamLAND break the β H , α degeneracy? How then can the last degree of freedom (β H or sin 2 α) be eliminated? To make a model-independent determination of both β H and sin 2 α (and hence also P H ), a different measurement that provides an independent constraint on the parameters must be used. For example, a measurement of the intermediate-energy solar neutrinos that involves a NC contribution such as in the Borexino [21] experiment or in the solar neutrino component of the KamLAND [22] experiment, would allow a separate determination of sin 2 α [23] . The resulting constraint would have the form R B,K = P I + r sin 2 α(1 − P I ), in analogy to Eq. (3), and would determine sin 2 α. Values of sin 2 α and β H (from Eqs. (1), (3) and (4)) are shown versus R B,K in Fig. 2 tected flux; the resulting uncertainty in sin 2 α would be
Can adiabatic constraints break the β H , α degeneracy? If a particular model is assumed, then it can provide the additional constraint to determine the parameters from current data. For example, if in the LMA solution all of the high energy neutrinos and a fraction f of the intermediate energy neutrinos are created above resonance, and a fraction 1 − f of the intermediate energy neutrinos and all of the low energy neutrinos are created below resonance, then since the neutrinos propagate adiabatically (i.e. the probability of jumping across the Landau-Zenertype level crossing from one adiabatic state to another is small) in the Sun we have approximately
where θ is the vacuum mixing angle and f can be directly related to the solar δm 2 (for a more detailed discussion, see Ref. [17] ). Note that Eqs. (10) and (11) imply P H ≤ P I ≤ P L (for sin 2 θ ≤ 1/2). Now there are only four parameters (β H , sin 2 α, f , and θ) and all can be determined from the present data. Constraining β H ≤ 2, we find the best-fit point to be
with χ 2 = 0.51. (There is a unique solution with zero χ 2 , but has β H = 3.26, which is unreasonably high [24] ). The 1σ and 2σ allowed regions from a four-parameter fit are shown in Fig. 3 . Note the similarity of the regions of Figs. 1 and 3 ; adiabatic constraints do not greatly help reduce the allowed region.
Including the SSM constraint on the 8 B flux. To include the 8 B flux normalization as calculated in the SSM [7] , we perform χ 2 analyses with β H = 1 ± 0.18. The results are shown in Fig. 4 . The model-independent analysis yields a unique point with χ 2 = 0 at (β H , sin 2 α) = (1.0, 1.0). The left panel of Fig. 4 shows that the sin 2 α range is not improved. However, as shown in the right panel of Fig. 4 , imposition of the 8 B flux constraint in addition to adiabatic constraints, does lead to a smaller sin 2 α range. In this case, the best-fit parameters are
with χ 2 = 3.1. Thus, for this solution mainly high energy neutrinos are created above resonance and the critical energy [17] lies close to the pep line at 1.44 MeV, which translates to δm 2 = 4.8 × 10 −5 eV 2 .
Summary. After including the recent SNO CC results in a model independent analysis of solar neutrino flux rate data, there remains one free parameter. The locus of solutions may be represented by a curve in the plane of the the active neutrino fraction, sin 2 α, and the 8 B neutrino flux normalization β H . We have shown that the forthcoming SNO NC data will not fully constrain the last degree of freedom; in fact, there is a universal sum rule involving R N C SNO , R CC SNO , and R SK that must be satisfied, independent of the sterile neutrino content of the solar neutrino flux. The adiabatic constraint for the LMA does not appreciably reduce the allowed region in sin 2 α. Even when we impose the SSM 8 B flux constraint, the sterile neutrino fraction is not determined.
In principle, measurements of ν e scattering for the intermediate-energy neutrinos in Borexino/KamLAND could break the degeneracy of allowed solutions, but because the NC sensitivity of these experiments is relatively weak, a very precise measurement would be required to determine sin 2 α and β H . What is needed is a measurement of neutrino-nucleon NC scattering for the intermediate-energy neutrinos.
